TIGER BRENnan DRIVE - Project update

STAGE THREE

Work is continuing on the final stage of the Tiger Brennan Drive project. There will be an increase in construction activity on Tiger Brennan Drive and Berrimah Road until the end of the year.

Recent blasting

The recent blasting activity on Tiger Brennan Drive has allowed for fill to be used for the new rail overpass bridge on Berrimah Road.

This overpass will allow rail movements to occur without disrupting road traffic into and out of East Arm Port, Darwin Business Park, Rail Terminals, Boat Ramp and surrounding businesses.

Protection barriers around blasting site

Protection barriers have been put in place on Tiger Brennan Drive (beside the cutting between Hidden Valley Road overpass and Amy Johnson Avenue).

These barriers provide essential protection for drivers while works continue over the next three months. Cyclists and drivers need to be aware of the reduced width around the barriers.

Night works

From Monday 28 March to Thursday 14 April 2011, night works will be undertaken on Tiger Brennan Drive (between Hidden Valley Road overpass and Amy Johnson Avenue) and Berrimah Road.

Motorists are asked to please heed all traffic devices and speed restrictions.

For further information

For further information contact Lou Cowan, Project Officer on 8931 6025 lou.cowan@nt.gov.au